
Chhupe Rustam



● Chhupe Rustam is an Indian app, launched by renowned  
film producer, Mr. Prakash Jha.

● It is an app that provides a platform where people  can 
showcase their talent and get noticed from the comfort of their 
homes. 

● The app is a brilliant opportunity to give Indians a chance to 
be featured at a national level. 

● This Indian app has features that allow people to be noticed 
even by directors and production houses, event managers etc. 
which makes this platform unique.

About Chhupe Rustam



● To launch the app through influencer marketing and PAN 
India media coverage.

● Position the app as one of the leading home grown 
entertainment apps in India.

● Drive trials on the platform by increasing the app downloads.

● Increase the engagement on the app through influencer 
marketing.

Objectives for Chhupe Rustam



● The concept of the app included online auditions from the 
comfort of one’s home and people stood a chance to get 
noticed by production houses. However, since the execution 
was not tried and tested before, the client did not want to 
focus on the communication about the app being an 
‘auditioning platform’. Hence the media had to be pitched on 
other highlights and still subtly be informed about the app 
features and benefits.

● Since this was a first ever app launch by Mr. Prakash Jha, the 
budget was not so high which is usually not the case for 
renowned brands. The influencer marketing had to be pulled in 
a limited budget while ensuring high engagement and the 
same applied for other activities.

Limitations for Chhupe Rustam



● Mass level dissemination in regional as well as national media.
● Influencer marketing to ensure awareness on social media 

platforms.
● Initiated zoom as well as telephonic interviews of Mr. Prakash Jha 

to create a stir about being the first producer to have started a 
homegrown app.

● Prakash Jha had also launched a few web series, hence we had to 
ensure that the journalists during interviews focus on our app 
only.

● The idea was to focus on the app and not on Prakash Jha, hence, 
we did a lot of pre buzz activities ensuring the communication to 
be around the app solely. As a result the communication did not 
flow into Prakash Jha and the web projects he was working on.

Strategy for Chhupe Rustam



● Given the app was launched on Independence Day, our strategy for 
influencers was to show tha the Indian audience can showcase their 
talents and become Atma Nirbhar through our digital platform.

● Instill a sense of confidence and pride in being a part of Prakash 
Jha’s app by getting people to make conversations regarding this 
platform.

● High reach influencers ensured better consumer engagement on 
their social media posts.

● Encourage influencers to drive all the communication on the post 
towards app download. 

● For our Phase 2 of influencer marketing, we targeted Tier 2 & Tier 3 
based real life influencers who through their struggle have made it 
big in the industry.

Strategy for Chhupe Rustam (contd…)
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Business World Pioneer Reddit
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Tellychakkar Unish Kuri (Bengali) Maharashtra Samachar

Client Coverage
Press Release



Client 
Coverage 
Influencer 
Marketing

Name: Swati Gandhi Reach: 95k

Profession: 
Fashion/Lifestyle/Travel 
Influencer

Views: 56,266



Name: Freishia Bomanbehram Reach: 97.8k

Profession: Actress, Corporate 
Host, Tedx speaker Views: 15,000

Client 
Coverage 
Influencer 
Marketing



Name: Trushna Parekh Reach: 63.4 k

Profession: 
Entertainment Influencer Views: 28,112
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Influencer 
Marketing



Bollywood BubbleRepublic World

Client Coverage

Interviews



PR Results 
Media coverage worth


